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HEAD COACH JOSH McDANIELS 
 
Opening comments 
“Obviously we had a player, Elvis Dumervil sustain an injury that, it’s in the pectoral area of his chest. (There is) no schedule or no determination in terms of 
the course of treatment – none of those decisions have been made – certainly no decisions on the roster or how that’s going to affect us or what decisions 
we’re going to make going forward and that that is not going to happen, I would say, for some time here. We all feel bad for Elvis, I know how badly he 
wanted to start the season this way but again, we’re not sure exactly the timetable that we’re talking about so we’re not going to look at it that the glass is 
half empty, we’re going to look at it the other direction and hopefully we’ll have him back at some point. We’ve got a lot of players in the locker room that I 
know are going to have to combine their efforts and try to do some things that certainly he was responsible for while he’s gone. Nobody is going to replace 
him as an individual, we know that; we’re not going to try to do that. With that being said, this is just another adversity I think that as a team and as an 
organization you have to face, you have to move on, move forward and try to play good football. We’re not going to be the only team that this happens to this 
year. We don’t feel sorry for ourselves, I know that Elvis is going to work as hard as he can once we determine exactly how to treat it and then we’ll go from 
there.  
 
“I was just going to say a couple of things: (WR) Kenny McKinley and (S) Josh Barrett were placed on the IR (injured reserve) today also, and then (DL) 
Jamal Williams – we passed him on the physical – so he will be out there this afternoon.” 
 
On why WR Kenny McKinely and S Josh Barrett were placed on injured reserve 
“Injuries that we can’t play with this year. Kenny has a knee (injury) and Josh has a shoulder (injury).” 
 
On possible courses of treatment for Dumervil 
“Well, if you’re going to do that (surgery), certainly you want to do it soon but that’s what I’m saying – that nothing has been determined in terms of, Are we 
going to choose to go that route?’ or a lot of times I think second opinions are common at this point. We’re just going to go through that process first and then 
once we feel like we have all the information that we need and Elvis has all of the information that he needs then we’ll make a decision on it. Certainly he’s 
going to factor into that more than anybody else and then once that happens, we’ll go from there.” 
 
On possible roster moves 
“I think just (we just have to factor in), ‘How long? How many games are we talking about?’ I don’t think, like I said, it depends, it really depends. Certainly 
rehabilitations are never exactly the way you think they may go. They give you a window, but you always have to look at that and say, ‘Well, it could be here 
but it could also be much later too.’ We’ll have to see where that’s at and again, we don’t know those things right now. Once we find out more about that, 
then we’ll try to make the best decision for the football team at that point.” 
 
On a timetable for a decision on Dumervil 
“I don’t know that answer. Until everything is done in terms of looking at all different angles of this, second opinions, those kinds of things (that) go on, I don’t 
want to comment on a timetable.” 
 
On how Dumervil’s injury occurred 
“It was a one-on-one pass rush drill.” 
 
On whether he can name Dumervil’s replacement in the starting lineup 
“Not right now. Like I said, we have talked about being versatile and versatility adds value to your football team and we tell our players that all the time. 
Whether that be (LB) Mario Haggan adding to the mix with (LB) Jarvis (Moss) – Jarvis has certainly done some good things in camp so Jarvis Moss has got 
an opportunity in front of him to do some things. We’ve practiced in the 4-3 already multiple days in camp. Like I said, there’s no way we’re going to replace 
him in terms of his production as just a single pass rusher. I don’t think that’s fair to anybody but the way we’re going to go about trying to replace him as a 
player who is on the field a lot. (It) may take a few different people and may take some creativity for us.” 
 
On any silver linings he sees coming out of the injury 
“I don’t think there is any silver lining in the injury itself. I think, are those players maybe further ahead because they got the reps? Probably. I think both 
players have started camp really well, I’ll say that. I think we have got a long way to go. We have a lot of football to play, I think we have a lot of young 
players on our team at that position who are all trying to improve and like I said, we’ve got some defensive linemen that we’ve already put out there at end 
and played some 4-3. We’ve got some other flexibility built into our team so we’ll kind of take inventory of exactly where we’re at and what we need to do and 
what we think is best.” 
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On playing the season without Dumervil 
“I think I was in a tough predicament – well, not me – but our team was in a tough predicament in New England, Week One (when New England QB Tom 
Brady suffered a season-ending knee injury) and certainly we’re talking about good players, great players and anytime you lose a player for a period of time 
that has that kind of impact on your team – nobody looks forward to that but they’re not going to write at the end of the season, our record was such-and-
such and Elvis Dumervil had an injury in training camp. They’re just going to tell you what our record was. So, we’re not going to sit here and feel sorry for 
us. We’re going to get ready to play and we’ve got a good football team in that locker room.” 
 
On whether LB Darrell Reid could make an impact if his rehabilitation process moves along quickly 
“You know, if that happens then certainly that can factor into it. We can’t make that go any faster than it’s already going.” 
 
On increased pressure on LBs Robert Ayers and Jarvis Moss  
“I think they both feel just the normal everyday pressure of trying to be a contributor and a good football player on this team. Both of those guys had 
phenomenal – they were two top vote getters in the offseason program in the linebacker position and they know the opportunity that they have before them, 
before this injury, like I’ve said, they’ve started off on the right foot. I don’t think this is going to change their attitude or their mindset. They’re going to play 
football just like they know how and we expect them both to have good seasons so I think that’s their expectation for themselves and I would concur with it.” 
 
On whether the defense might switch to a 4-3 alignment 
“It’s possible that we could play, I would say, play some of it. I don’t know if we would go all the way back – we’re not going to change the style of defense 
that we have – there might just be a bigger body on the edge sometimes. Like I said, there are multiple ways to look at this: Jarvis (Moss) is certainly a guy 
who has gotten a lot of reps with that group already in camp and is going to continue to. We’ve played with four down linemen in the game or in practice so 
far and again, Mario Haggan always gives you that flexibility because he played there (at outside linebacker/defensive end) all of last year and he had a 
great year. We’ll kind of figure out exactly our course of action here and decide on the best thing for the team but we’ll have to wait and see until we gather 
all that information.” 
 
On RB LenDale White 
“We’re rolling, we’re rolling today. He was in meetings early, he’s in meetings now. We’re trying to catch him up from a terminology standpoint but we’re 
going to cut it loose today and certainly try to get him into a situation where he knows what is going on. We’re not just going to throw him in there for 35 plays 
if he doesn’t know how to execute those so we’ll see what he knows and put him in there and start him going today.” 


